Parsing is a key task in natural language processing. It involves predicting, for each natural language sentence, an abstract representation of the grammatical entities in the sentence and the relations between these entities. This representation provides an interface to compositional semantics and to the notions of “who did what to whom.” The last two decades have seen great advances in parsing English, leading to major leaps also in the performance of applications that use parsers as part of their backbone, such as systems for information extraction, sentiment analysis, text summarization, and machine translation. Attempts to replicate the success of parsing English for other languages have often yielded unsatisfactory results. In particular, parsing languages with complex word structure and flexible word order has been shown to require non-trivial adaptation. This special issue reports on methods that successfully address the challenges involved in parsing a range of morphologically rich languages (MRLs). This introduction characterizes MRLs, describes the challenges in parsing MRLs, and outlines the contributions of the articles in the special issue. These contributions present up-to-date research efforts that address parsing in varied, cross-lingual settings. They show that parsing MRLs addresses challenges that transcend particular representational and algorithmic choices.

1. Parsing MRLs

Parsing is a central task in natural language processing, where a system accepts a sentence in a natural language as input and provides a syntactic representation of the
entities and grammatical relations in the sentence as output. The input sentences to a parser reflect language-specific properties (in terms of the order of words, the word forms, the lexical items, and so on), whereas the output abstracts away from these properties in order to yield a structured, formal representation that reflects the functions of the different elements in the sentence.

The best broad-coverage parsing systems to date use statistical models, possibly in combination with hand-crafted grammars. They use machine learning techniques that allow the system to generalize the syntactic patterns characterizing the data. These machine learning methods are trained on a treebank, that is, a collection of natural language sentences which are annotated with their correct syntactic analyses. Based on the patterns and frequencies observed in the treebank, parsing algorithms are designed to suggest and score novel analyses for unseen sentences, and search for the most likely analysis.

The release of a large-scale annotated corpus for English, the Wall Street Journal Penn Treebank (PTB) (Marcus, Santorini, and Marcinkiewicz 1993), led to a significant leap in the performance of statistical parsing for English (Magerman 1995; Collins 1997; Charniak 2000; Charniak and Johnson 2005; Petrov et al. 2006; Huang 2008; Finkel, Kleeman, and Manning 2008; Carreras, Collins, and Koo 2008). At the time of their publication, each of these models improved the state-of-the-art of English parsing, bringing constituency-based parsing performance on the standard test set of the PTB to the level of 92% F1-score using the PARS EVAL evaluation metrics (Black et al. 1991).

The last decade has seen the development of large-scale annotated treebanks for languages such as Arabic (Maamouri et al. 2004), French (Abeillé, Clément, and Toussenel 2003), German (Uszkoreit 1987; Skut et al. 1997), Hebrew (Sima’an et al. 2001), Swedish (Nivre and Megyesi 2007), and others. The availability of syntactically annotated corpora for these languages had initially raised the hope of attaining the same level of parsing performance on these languages, by simply porting the existing models to the newly available corpora.

Early attempts to apply the aforementioned constituency-based parsing models to other languages have demonstrated that the success of these approaches was rather limited. This observation was confirmed for individual languages such as Czech (Collins et al. 1999), German (Dubey and Keller 2003), Italian (Corazza et al. 2004), French (Arun and Keller 2005), Modern Standard Arabic (Kulick, Gabbard, and Marcus 2006), Modern Hebrew (Tsarfaty and Sima’an 2007), and many more (Tsarfaty et al. 2010).

The same observation was independently confirmed by parallel research efforts on data-driven dependency-based parsing (Kübler, McDonald, and Nivre 2009). Results coming from multilingual parsing evaluation campaigns, such as the CoNLL shared tasks on multilingual dependency parsing, showed significant variation in the results of the same models applied to a range of typologically different languages. In particular, these results demonstrated that the morphologically rich nature of some of those languages makes them inherently harder to parse, regardless of the parsing technique used (Buchholz and Marsi 2006; Nivre et al. 2007a).

Morphologically rich languages (MRLs) express multiple levels of information already at the word level. The lexical information for each word form in an MRL may be augmented with information concerning the grammatical function of the word in the sentence, its grammatical relations to other words, pronominal clitics, inflectional affixes, and so on. In English, many of these notions are expressed implicitly by word order and adjacency: The direct object, for example, is generally the first NP after the verb and thus does not necessarily need an explicit marking. Expressing such functional information morphologically allows for a high degree of word-order variation, since
grammatical functions need no longer be strongly associated with syntactic positions. Furthermore, lexical items appearing in different syntactic contexts may be realized in different forms. This leads to a high level of word-form variation and complicates lexical acquisition from small sized corpora.

2. The Overarching Challenges

The complexity of the linguistic patterns found in MRLs was shown to challenge parsing in many ways. For instance, standard models assume that a word always corresponds to a unique terminal in the parse tree. In Arabic, Hebrew, Turkish, and other languages, an input word-token may correspond to multiple terminals. Furthermore, models developed primarily to parse English draw substantial inference based on word-order patterns. Parsing non-configuration languages such as Hungarian may require relying on morphological information to infer equivalent functions. Parsing Czech or German is further complicated by case syncretism, which precludes a deterministic correlation between morphological case and grammatical functions. In languages such as Hungarian or Finnish, the diversity of word forms leads to a high rate of out-of-vocabulary words unseen in the annotated data. MRL parsing is thus often associated with increased lexical data sparseness. An MRL parser requires robust statistical methods for analyzing such phenomena.

Following Tsarfaty et al. (2010) we distinguish three overarching challenges that are associated with parsing MRLs.

(i) The Architectural Challenge. Contrary to English, where the input signal uniquely determines the sequence of tree terminals, word forms in an MRL may contain multiple units of information (morphemes). These morphemes have to be segmented in order to reveal the basic units of analysis. Furthermore, morphological analysis of MRL words may be highly ambiguous, and morphological segmentation may be a non-trivial task for certain languages. Therefore, a parsing architecture for an MRL must contain, at the very least, a morphological component for segmentation and a syntactic component for parsing. The challenge is thus to determine how these two models should be combined in the overall parsing architecture: Should we assume a pipeline architecture, where the morphological segmentation is disambiguated prior to parsing? Or should we construct a joint architecture where the model picks out a parse tree and a segmentation at once?

(ii) The Modeling Challenge. The design of a statistical parsing model requires specifying three formal elements: the formal output representation, the events that can be observed in the data, and the independence assumptions between these events. For an MRL, complex morphosyntactic interactions may impose constraints on the form of events and on their possible combination. In such cases, we may need to incorporate morphological information in the syntactic model explicitly. How should morphological information be treated in the syntactic model: as explicit tree decoration, as hidden variables, or as complex objects in their own right? Which morphological features should be explicitly encoded? Where should we mark morphological features: at the part-of-speech level, at phrase level, on dependency arcs? How do morphological and syntactic events interact, and how can we exploit these interactions for inferring correct overall structures?

(iii) The Lexical Challenge. A parsing model for MRLs requires recognizing the morphological information in each word form. Due to the high level of morphological variation, however, data-driven systems are not guaranteed to observe all morphological variants.
of a word form in a given annotated corpus. How can we assign correct morphological signatures to the lexical items in the face of such extreme data spareseness? When devising a model for parsing MRLs, one may want to make use of whatever additional resources one has access to—morphological analyzers, unlabeled data, and lexica—in order to extend the coverage of the parser and obtain robust and accurate predictions.

3. Contributions of this Special Issue

This special issue draws attention to the different ways in which researchers working on parsing MRLs address the challenges described herein. It contains six studies discussing parsing results for six languages, using both constituency-based and dependency-based frameworks (cf. Table 1). The first three studies (Seeker and Kuhn; Fraser et al.; Kallmeyer and Maier) focus on parsing European languages and deal with phenomena that lie within their flexible phrase ordering and rich morphology, including problems posed by case syncretism. The next two papers (Goldberg and Elhadad; Marton et al.) focus on Semitic languages and study the application of general-purpose parsing algorithms (constituency-based and dependency-based, respectively) to parsing such data. They empirically show gaps in performance between different architectures (pipeline vs. joint, gold vs. machine-predicted input), feature choices, and techniques for increasing lexical coverage of the parser. The last paper (Green et al.) is a comparative study on multi-word expression (MWE) recognition via two specialized parsing models applied to both French and Modern Standard Arabic. Let us briefly outline the individual contributions made by each of the articles in this special issue.

Seeker and Kuhn present a comparative study of dependency parsing for three European MRLs from different typological language families: German (Germanic), Czech (Slavonic), and Hungarian (Finno-Ugric). Although all these languages possess richer morphological marking than English, there is variation among these languages in terms of the richness of the morphological information encoded in the word forms, and the ambiguity of these morphological markers. Hungarian is agglutinating, that is, morphological markers in Hungarian are non-ambiguous and easy to recognize. German and Czech are fusional languages with different types of case syncretism. Seeker and Kuhn use the Bohnet Parser (Bohnet 2010) to parse all these languages, and show that not using morphological information in the statistical feature model is detrimental. Using gold morphology significantly improves results for all these languages, whereas automatically predicted morphology leads to smaller improvements for the fusional languages, relative to the agglutinating one. To combat this loss in performance, they add linguistic constraints to the decoder, restricting the possible structures. They show that a decoding algorithm which filters out dependency parses that do not obey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Contributions to the CL special issue on parsing morphologically rich languages (CL-PMRL).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constituency-Based</td>
<td>Dependency-Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>Green, de Marneffe, and Manning 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>Seeker and Kuhn 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>Green, de Marneffe, and Manning 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>Kallmeyer and Maier 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>Goldberg and Elhadad 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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predicate-argument constraints allows the authors to obtain more substantial gains from morphology.

Fraser et al. also focus on parsing German, though in a constituency-based setting. They use a PCFG-based unlexicalized chart parser (Schmid 2004) along with a set of manual treebank annotations that bring the treebank grammar performance to the level of automatically predicted states learned by Petrov et al. (2006). As in the previous study, syncretism is shown to cause ambiguity that hurts parsing performance. To combat this added ambiguity, they use external information sources. In particular, they show different ways of using information from monolingual and bilingual data sets in a re-ranking framework for improving parsing accuracy. The bilingual approach is inspired by machine translation studies and exploits the variation in marking the same grammatical functions differently across languages for increasing the confidence of a disambiguation decision in one language by observing a parallel non-ambiguous structure in the other one.

These two studies use German corpora stripped of discontinuous constituents in order to benchmark their parsers. In each of these cases, the discontinuities are converted into pure tree structures, thus ignoring the implied long distance dependencies. Kallmeyer and Maier propose an alternative approach for parsing such languages by presenting an overall solution for parsing discontinuous structures directly. They present a parsing model based on Probabilistic Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems (PLCFRS), which implements many of the technological advances that were developed in the context of parsing with PCFGs. In particular, they present a decoding algorithm based on weighted deductive CKY parsing, and use it in conjunction with PLCFRS parameters directly estimated from treebank data. Because PLCFRS is a powerful formalism, the parser needs to be tuned for speed. The authors present several admissible heuristics that facilitate faster A* parsing. The authors present parsing results that are competitive with constituency-based parsing of German while providing invaluable information concerning discontinuous constituents and long distance dependencies.

Goldberg and Elhadad investigate constituency parsing for Modern Hebrew (Semitic), a language which is known to have a very rich and ambiguous morphological structure. They empirically show that an application of the split-and-merge general-purpose model of Petrov et al. (2006) for parsing Hebrew does not guarantee accurate parsing in and of itself. In order to obtain competitive parsing performance, they address all three challenges we have noted. In order to deal with the problem of word segmentation (the architectural challenge), they extend the chart-based decoder of Petrov et al. with a lattice-based decoder. In order to handle morphological marking patterns (the modeling challenge), they refine the initial treebank with particularly targeted state-splits, and add a set of linguistic constraints that act as a filter ruling out trees that violate agreement. Finally, they add information from an external wide-coverage lexicon to combat lexical sparseness (the lexical challenge). They show that the contribution of these different methods is cumulative, yielding state-of-the-art results on constituency parsing of Hebrew.

Marton et al. study dependency parsing of Modern Standard Arabic (Semitic) and attend to the same challenges. They show that for two transition-based parsers, MaltParser (Nivre et al. 2007b) and EasyFirst (Goldberg and Elhadad 2010), controlling the architectural and modeling choices leads to similar effects. For instance, when comparing parsing performance on gold and machine-predicted input conditions, they show that rich informative tag sets are preferred in gold conditions, but smaller tag sets are preferred in machine-predicted conditions. They further isolate a set of morphological features which leads to significant improvements in the machine-predicted
condition, for both frameworks. They also show that function-based morphological features are more informative than surface-based features, and that performance loss that is due to errors in part-of-speech tagging may be restored by training the model on a joint set of trees encoding gold tags and machine-predicted tags. At the same time, undirected parsing of EasyFirst shows better accuracy, possibly due to the flexibility in phrase ordering. The emerging insight is that tuning morphological information inside general-purpose parsing systems is of crucial importance for obtaining competitive performance.

Focusing on Modern Standard Arabic (Semitic) and French (Romance), the last article of this special issue, by Green et al., may be seen as an applications paper, treating the task of MWE recognition as a side effect of a joint model for parsing and MWE identification. The key problem here is knowing what to consider a minimal unit for parsing, and how to handle parsing in realistic scenarios where MWEs have not yet been identified. The authors present two parsing models for such a task: a factored model including a factored lexicon that integrates morphological knowledge into the Stanford Parser word model (Klein and Manning 2003), and a Dirichlet Process Tree Substitution Grammar based model (Cohn, Blunsom, and Goldwater 2010). The latter can be roughly described as Data Oriented Parsing (Bod 1992; Bod, Scha, and Sima’an 2003) in a Bayesian framework, extended to include specific features that ease the extraction of tree fragments matching MWEs. Interestingly, those very different models do provide the same range of performance when confronted with predicted morphology input. Additional important challenges that are exposed in the context of this study concern the design of experiments for cross-linguistic comparison in the face of delicate asymmetries between the French and Arabic data sets.

4. Conclusion

This special issue highlights actively studied areas of research that address parsing MRLs. Most approaches described in this issue rely on extending existing parsing models to address three overarching challenges. The joint parsing and segmentation architecture scenario can be addressed by extending a general-purpose CKY decoder into a lattice-based decoder. The modeling challenge may be addressed by explicitly marking morphological features as syntactic state-splits, by modeling discontinuities in the formal syntactic representation directly, by incorporating hard-coded linguistic constraints as filters, and so on. The lexical challenge can be addressed by using external resources such as a wide-coverage lexicon for analyzing unknown words, and the use of additional monolingual and bilingual data in order to obtain robust statistics in the face of extreme sparseness.

An empirical observation reflected in the results presented here is that languages which we refer to as MRLs exhibit their own cross-lingual variation and thus should not be treated as a single, homogeneous class of languages. Some languages show richer morphology than others; some languages possess more flexible word ordering than others; some fusional languages show syncretism (coarse-grained underspecified markers) whereas others use a large set of fine-grained and unambiguous morphological markers. The next challenge would then be to embrace these variations, and investigate whether the typological properties of languages can inform us more directly concerning the adequate methods that can be used to effectively parse them.

As the next research goal, we then set out to obtain a deeper understanding of how annotation choices paired up with modeling choices systematically correlate with parsing performance for different languages. Further work in the line of the studies
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presented here is required in order to draw relevant generalizations. Furthermore, the time is ripe for another multilingual parser evaluation campaign, which would encourage the community to develop parsing systems that can easily be transferred from one language type to another. By compiling these recent contributions, we hope to encourage not only the development of novel systems for parsing individual MRLs, but also to facilitate the search for more robust, generic cross-linguistic solutions.
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